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WHO IS IIR? 

Independent Investment Research, “IIR”, is an independent investment research house based in Australia and the United States. IIR specialises in the analysis of high quality commissioned research for 
Brokers, Family Offices and Fund Managers. IIR distributes its research in Asia, United States and the Americas. IIR does not participate in any corporate or capital raising activity and therefore it does 
not have any inherent bias that may result from research that is linked to any corporate/ capital raising activity.

IIR was established in 2004 under Aegis Equities Research Group of companies to provide investment research to a select group of retail and wholesale clients. Since March 2010, IIR (the Aegis Equities 
business was sold to Morningstar) has operated independently from Aegis by former Aegis senior executives/shareholders to provide clients with unparalleled research that covers listed and unlisted 
managed investments, listed companies, structured products, and IPOs.
IIR takes great pride in the quality and independence of our analysis, underpinned by high caliber staff and a transparent, proven and rigorous research methodology.

INDEPENDENCE OF RESEARCH ANALYSTS

Research analysts are not directly supervised by personnel from other areas of the Firm whose interests or functions may conflict with those of the research analysts. The evaluation and appraisal of research 
analysts for purposes of career advancement, remuneration and promotion is structured so that non-research personnel do not exert inappropriate influence over analysts.

Supervision and reporting lines: Analysts who publish research reports are supervised by, and report to, Research Management. Research analysts do not report to, and are not supervised by, any sales 
personnel nor do they have dealings with Sales personnel

Evaluation and remuneration: The remuneration of research analysts is determined on the basis of a number of factors, including quality, accuracy and value of research, productivity, experience, individual 
reputation, and evaluations by investor clients. 

INDEPENDENCE – ACTIVITIES OF ANALYSTS

IIR restricts research analysts from performing roles that could prejudice, or appear to prejudice, the independence of their research.

Pitches: Research analysts are not permitted to participate in sales pitches for corporate mandates on behalf of a Broker and are not permitted to prepare or review materials for those pitches. Pitch materials 
by investor clients may not contain the promise of research coverage by IIR.

No promotion of issuers’ transactions: Research analysts may not be involved in promotional or marketing activities of an issuer of a relevant investment that would reasonably be construed as representing 
the issuer. For this reason, analysts are not permitted to attend “road show” presentations by issuers that are corporate clients of the Firm relating to offerings of securities or any other investment banking 
transaction from that our clients may undertake from time to time. Analysts may, however, observe road shows remotely, without asking questions, by video link or telephone in order to help ensure that they 
have access to the same information as their investor clients. 

Widely-attended conferences: Analysts are permitted to attend and speak at widely-attended conferences at which our firm has been invited to present our views. These widely-attended conferences may 
include investor presentations by corporate clients of the Firm.

Other permitted activities: Analysts may be consulted by Firm sales personnel on matters such as market and industry trends, conditions and developments and the structuring, pricing and expected market 
reception of securities offerings or other market operations. Analysts may also carry out preliminary due diligence and vetting of issuers that may be prospective research clients of ours.

INDUCEMENTS AND INAPPROPRIATE INFLUENCES

IIR prohibits research analysts from soliciting or receiving any inducement in respect of their publication of research and restricts certain communications between research analysts and personnel from other 
business areas within the Firm including management, which might be perceived to result in inappropriate influence on analysts’ views.

Remuneration and other benefits: IIR procedures prohibit analysts from accepting any remuneration or other benefit from an issuer or any other party in respect of the publication of research and from offering 
or accepting any inducement (including the selective disclosure by an issuer of material information not generally available) for the publication of favourable research. These restrictions do not preclude the 
acceptance of reasonable hospitality in accordance with the Firm’s general policies on entertainment, gifts and corporate hospitality. 

DISCLAIMER

This publication has been prepared by Independent Investment Research (Aust) Pty Limited trading as Independent Investment Research (“IIR”) (ABN 11 152 172 079), an corporate authorised representative of 
Australian Financial Services Licensee (AFSL no. 410381. IIR has been commissioned to prepare this independent research report (the “Report”) and will receive fees for its preparation. Each company specified 
in the Report (the “Participants”) has provided IIR with information about its current activities. While the information contained in this publication has been prepared with all reasonable care from sources that IIR 
believes are reliable, no responsibility or liability is accepted by IIR for any errors, omissions or misstatements however caused. In the event that updated or additional information is issued by the “Participants”, 
subsequent to this publication, IIR is under no obligation to provide further research unless commissioned to do so. Any opinions, forecasts or recommendations reflects the judgment and assumptions of IIR as 
at the date of publication and may change without notice. IIR and each Participant in the Report, their officers, agents and employees exclude all liability whatsoever, in negligence or otherwise, for any loss 
or damage relating to this document to the full extent permitted by law. This publication is not and should not be construed as, an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to purchase or subscribe for any 
investment. Any opinion contained in the Report is unsolicited general information only. Neither IIR nor the Participants are aware that any recipient intends to rely on this Report or of the manner in which a 
recipient intends to use it. In preparing our information, it is not possible to take into consideration the investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any individual recipient. Investors should 
obtain individual financial advice from their investment advisor to determine whether opinions or recommendations (if any) contained in this publication are appropriate to their investment objectives, financial 
situation or particular needs before acting on such opinions or recommendations. This report is intended for the residents of Australia. It is not intended for any person(s) who is resident of any other country. This 
document does not constitute an offer of services in jurisdictions where IIR or its affiliates do not have the necessary licenses. IIR and/or the Participant, their officers, employees or its related bodies corporate 
may, from time to time hold positions in any securities included in this Report and may buy or sell such securities or engage in other transactions involving such securities. IIR and the Participant, their directors 
and associates declare that from time to time they may hold interests in and/or earn brokerage, fees or other benefits from the securities mentioned in this publication. 

IIR, its officers, employees and its related bodies corporate have not and will not receive, whether directly or indirectly, any commission, fee, benefit or advantage, whether pecuniary or otherwise in connection 
with making any statements and/or recommendation (if any), contained in this Report. IIR discloses that from time to time it or its officers, employees and related bodies corporate may have an interest in the 
securities, directly or indirectly, which are the subject of these statements and/or recommendations (if any) and may buy or sell securities in the companies mentioned in this publication; may affect transactions 
which may not be consistent with the statements and/or recommendations (if any) in this publication; may have directorships in the companies mentioned in this publication; and/or may perform paid services 
for the companies that are the subject of such statements and/or recommendations (if any).

However, under no circumstances has IIR been influenced, either directly or indirectly, in making any statements and/or recommendations (if any) contained in this Report. The information contained in this 
publication must be read in conjunction with the Legal Notice that can be located at http://www.independentresearch.com.au/Public/Disclaimer.aspx.

THIS IS A COMMISSIONED RESEARCH REPORT.

The research process includes the following protocols to ensure independence is maintained at all times:

1) The research process has complete editorial independence from the company and this is included in the contract with the company;

2) Our analyst has independence from the firm’s management, as in, management/ sales team cannot influence the research in any way;

3) Our research does not provide a recommendation, in that, we do not provide a “Buy, Sell or Hold” on any stocks.  This is left to the Adviser who knows their client and the individual portfolio of the client.

4) Our research process for valuation is usually more conservative than what is adopted in Broking firms in general sense.  Our firm has a conservative bias on assumptions provided by management as 
compared to Broking firms.

5)  All research mandates are settled upfront so as to remove any influence on ultimate report conclusion;

6) All staff are not allowed to trade in any stock or accept stock options before, during and after (for a period of 6 weeks) the research process.

For more information regarding our services please refer to our website www.independentresearch.com.au.
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Note: This report is based on 
information provided by the company 
as at January 2018
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Key Investment Information

Name of Fund Plato Income Maximiser 
Limited

Investment  
Manager

Plato Investment 
Management 

Investment Type Listed Investment Company 
(LIC)

ASX Code PL8

Listing Date 5 May 2017

Shrs Outstanding (M) 296.283

Share Price $1.085

NTA (pre-tax) $1.062

Market Capitalisation $322m

Options Outstanding 
(M) (ASX: PL8O)

296.253

Strike Price $1.10

Expiry 29 April 2019

Distribution Policy Monthly

Benchmark S&P/ASX 200 Franking 
Credit Adjusted Daily Total 
Return Index (Tax-Exempt)

FX Exposure None

MER 0.80%

Performance Fee None

Fees Commentary

For  the actively managed investment strategy 
and the well resourced investment team, the MER 
of 0.80% is competitive albeit not at the highly 
competitive end of the spectrum. We also note 
that the fee is lower than that of the long running 
Plato Fund which is based on the same investment 
strategy. 

Portfolio Characteristics

Number of stocks 50-120

Stock limits Index Weight + 5%

Sector limits Index Weight + 6%

Cash limit 0%-10%

Gearing None

Note: This report is based on information 
provided by the Issuer as at January 2018

Plato Income Maximiser Limited
 (ASX Code: PL8)

OFFER OVERVIEW
Plato Income Maximiser Limited (PL8 or ‘the Company’) has a dual objective, specifically to 
deliver an income yield, including franking credits and after fees, in excess of that provided 
by the benchmark (the S&P/ASX 200 Franking Credit Adjusted Daily Total Return Index (tax 
exempt)), as well as generating a total return in excess of the benchmark. The investment 
strategy is implemented by Plato Investment Management Limited (the Manager), through 
an investment in the Plato Australian Shares Income Fund (the Plato Fund). The Plato 
Fund is managed by the Manager using the same investment strategy as the Company. 
Implementing the strategy in this way is aimed at helping the Company achieve its dividend 
objective, specifically pay a frequent and relatively stable / predictable level of franked 
dividends in all market environments. The investment strategy is quantitative in nature. It 
seeks to generate higher than market income by either or a combination of; a) investing 
in fully franked dividend yielding stocks in the run-up period to the ex-dividend dates, b) 
investing in forecast high yielding (including franking credits) stocks, and c) exploiting the tax 
benefits of off-market buy-backs. To achieve its dual investment objective, as well as mitigate 
dividend trap risk, the Manager also employs a fundamental alpha model that assesses value, 
business momentum and business quality. While PL8 listed on the Australian Securities 
Exchange in May 2017, the underlying Plato Fund has a six year track-record with an 
inception date of 9 September 2011. Over this period, the Manager has a solid  track-record, 
outperforming the market in income and total returns, implicit in which has been a capital 
growth component, ensuring income has not deteriorated in real terms over time (a common 
problem with many equity income strategies). Distributions are paid monthly, representing 
the first Listed Investment Company (LIC) to do so in the domestic market. 

INVESTOR SUITABILITY
PL8 is specifically designed and investment managed for zero tax-rate investors given the 
strategic emphasis on capitalising on franking credit market ‘inefficiencies’ as well as the 
strategy’s high portfolio turnover (150-200% p.a.). As a key point of difference to many equity 
income strategies which often exhibit stock and sector concentration risks as well as style 
biases, the strategy produces a portfolio largely removed from such active risks, as reflected 
in historically a low tracking error (1.6% p.a) and a ‘beta one’ character. The Manager has 
successfully delivered an enhanced level of income without adopting material active risks 
over and above the market.  This is an important component in mitigating income risk and 
providing a more predictable and consistent income stream over time. Furthermore, the LIC 
structure, compared to that of a managed fund, permits a retention of income, which enables 
a smoothing of income and, in the case of PL8, enables the Manager to pay income on a 
monthly basis. Similar to the Manager’s other investment products, PL8 has been designed 
to meet a particular investor objective: providing retirees with a high, stable (in real terms), 
relatively predictable, and frequent level of income over the longer term. 

RECOMMENDATION
IIR ascribes Plato Income Maximiser Limited a “RECOMMENDED PLUS” rating. In IIR’s 
view, one of the more attractive features, and point of differentiation for an equity income 
strategy, is its ability to successfully deliver an enhanced, and growing, level of income 
without taking material active risks or incorporating the concentration risks and style biases 
common in the space. The investment team is highly qualified, experienced, stable and 
proven and regarded by IIR as one of the stronger in the domestic equity income space. 
Historical performance, in the form of the Plato Fund, has been strong and generally 
consistent with the dual performance objectives of the strategy, although more recent 
performance has been somewhat challenged. The fact that the strategy is explicitly managed 
for zero tax rate investors is viewed as a positive while the particulars of the LIC structure 
provide, in our view, additional benefits for investors relative to a managed fund equivalent. 
Investors should note that the outstanding options introduces dilutionary risks.

The  investment opinion in this report is current as at the date of 
publication. Investors and advisers should be aware that over time 
the circumstances of the issuer and/or product may change which 
may affect our investment opinion.
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SWOT ANALYSIS

Strengths
 � In a key point of difference to domestic equity income strategies in general, the 

investment strategy has successfully delivered high yield and franking without material 
portfolio concentration and sector and style biases. Reflecting this, historically the 
strategy’s tracking error has been low (circa 2%) and beta high (‘beta one’}. The strategy 
exhibits core like characteristics while delivering on the high yield objective.  

 � A highly qualified, experienced and stable investment team with a very strong alignment 
of interest with investors and a business model that facilitates the Manager being 
entirely focused on investing. 

 � The investment strategy is explicitly designed and managed for zero tax-rate investors, 
meaning the team can make optimal decisions with respect to franking credit value. It 
successfully identifies and capitalises on a persistent market dynamic that is beneficial 
for such investors, with the market not fully reflecting tax-exempt franking credit value. 

 � PL8 has been structured in a way to provide a dividend outcome that specifically meets 
the needs of the target investor base, specifically the ability to pay a frequent and 
relatively smooth / predictable distribution to what is generally a retiree investor base.

 � Importantly, the executives are collectively the majority owners of the Plato Investment 
Management business, with the majority of the investment team being equity holders. 
This equity ownership, combined with personal investment in the Plato funds, ensures 
alignment of interests between the manager and investors.

Weaknesses
 � PL8 has 296.1 million options outstanding with a $1.10 strike price and April 2019 expiry. 

Should these options come ‘in the money’ prior to the expiry date they may prove 
dilutionary to shareholders. IIR has noted that similar option features have often exhibited 
negative share price pressure on many LICs. Additionally, should the bulk of the options 
be exercised the investment strategy runs the risk of hitting its capacity limits. 

 � PL8 is best suited to investors in the retirement stage of their investment life cycle that 
are able to fully maximise the value of franking credits. It is less suited to those who are 
not, and we note that historic performance excluding franking credits has generally just 
matched the benchmark and been average amongst peers.

 � Key man risk does exist in principal, portfolio manager and strategy architect Don 
Hamson, notwithstanding it is materially lessened by the systematic nature of the 
strategy and an experienced back-up portfolio manager and investment team. 

Opportunities
 � The strategy, as per the Plato Australian Shares Income Fund, has a solid track-record of 

delivering on its dual investment objectives (although noting more recent performance 
has been somewhat challanged). Furthermore, it has done so without the material stock 
and sector concentration risks and style biases of many equity income strategies. 

 � Access to a proven investment strategy and process that is managed by a solid and 
stable investment team that, to date, has delivered a solid performance track-record. We 
view the Plato team as one of the more qualified and experienced investment teams in 
the domestic equity income space.

Threats
 � There is regulatory risk in the shape of removing the franking credit regime (which is 

unique to Australia and New Zealand). While many may view this as tantamount to 
political suicide for a Federal Government, it would likely adversely impact returns by 
removing a component of tax-exempt returns for zero tax rate investors. The Manager’s 
examination of international equities markets however suggest it would have no adverse 
impact on the ‘dividend run-up’ phenomenon. 

 � A deterioration in the economic outlook may impact company dividends. This has been 
noted as a heightened risk over the last few years, although the reality is dividends have 
remained strong, including over the last 12-month period in which 63% of S&P/ASX 200 
index participants increased dividends and only 20% decreased dividend payments. 

 � The investment strategy is approaching its capacity limits, as determined by the 
Manager. Insufficient discipline in this regard by the Manager, and/or a significant 
number of the options being exercised, may adversely impact returns, and in particular 
the ability to capitalise on the dividend run-up phenomenon in small market capitalisation 
companies (which historically have exhibited the greatest run-up performance). 
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PRODUCT OVERVIEW
PL8 is based on a long-only, high yield, systematic Australian equities strategy with a dual 
performance objective: outperform the S&P/ASX 200 Index, including franking credits, in 
terms of both total returns and excess yield and to do so by avoiding significant style / sector 
biases (the Achilles heel of many high yield strategies). While the strategy may deliver solid 
returns for higher marginal tax rate investors, it is specifically managed to deliver optimised 
returns for zero tax rate investors. 

Broadly speaking, the investment model can be divided into a shorter term and longer term 
investment signal. The shorter term model seeks to exploit persistent trends and taxation 
inefficiencies within the Australian share market that have been identified by the Manager, 
which include: a dividend run-up effect, whereby stocks tend to outperform the general 
market two to three months prior to the dividend ex-date; stocks falling by approximately 
the face value of dividends on their ex-date without factoring in the full value of franking 
credits; and off-market share buy backs, which are highly valuable to zero and low tax paying 
investors. The model also includes a ‘dividend cut’ signal, that identifies companies at risk of 
cutting their dividend, thereby designed to avoid a common short-coming of many enhanced 
income strategies that have proven less than effective in mitigating this risk. 

These shorter-term signals create a stock rotation dynamic within the portfolio that 1) leads 
to the relatively high portfolio turn-over, with a material component of returns distributed 
on income account rather than capital account, 2) generally ensures the strategy does 
not exhibit material and consistent sector, stock and style biases and, 3) as a corollary of 
both, contribute to the highly diversified, low active (tracking-error) risk, and ‘beta one” 
characteristic, which is a key point of differentiation of the investment strategy relative to 
many enhanced income strategies in the domestic market.  

The longer term investment signal is based on the Manager’s alpha generation investment 
methodology which it applies across all its investment strategies. The model generates buy 
signals based on proprietary quality, value and momentum signals. The longer term strategy 
is designed to partly deliver on the total returns component of the dual objective and, in doing 
so, ensure that income does not deteriorate in real terms at the very least. The investment 
signal may also lead to the inclusion of growth stocks that typically would not be included in 
an enhanced income strategy on account of insufficient yield. This feature contributes to a 
mitigation of sector and style bias risk, increases diversification, and reduces active risk. 

Structurally, as noted PL8 will seek to achieve its investment objectives through an 
investment in the Plato Fund. Following its listing in May 2017, the Company subscribed for a 
class of units in the Plato Fund which have materially the same rights as ordinary units but on 
which no fees are payable to the Manager or the responsible entity of the Plato Fund.

This is an unusual investment structure but has been established to enable the Manager 
to provide a greater certainty, stability and frequency of income distributions and, in doing 
so, meet a key investor need. Had PL8 adopted the same strategy but held shares direct, 
the portfolio would be marked to market for income purposes and could impact the ability 
to pay franked dividends in a falling market environment.   A passive long term investor 
does not mark to market its investments for income purposes (they are held on capital 
account). An LIC structure enables PL8 to “bank” income and then commence paying a 
smoothed monthly stream of fully franked dividends. We note that in October 2017 the 
Manager announced the first three fully franked monthly dividends for PL8 of 0.45 cents per 
share payable in October, November and December 2017. Subseqently, in January 2018 the 
Manager announced a further three dividends of 0.45 cents per share payable in January, 
February and March 2018.

As noted, while PL8 listed on the ASX in May 2017, the underlying Plato Fund has a six year 
track-record with an inception date of 9 September 2011. Over this period, the Manager has 
a solid  track-record, outperforming the market in income and total returns, implicit in which 
has been a capital growth component, ensuring income has not deteriorated in real terms 
over time (a common problem with many income enhanced strategies).

Under the 10-year Investment Management Agreement, the Manager will be paid monthly 
a Management Fee equal to 0.80% (plus GST) per annum of the value of the Company’s 
investments. We note this is less than the 0.90% applicable to the Plato Fund, reflecting a 
more recent market dynamic in which the LIC versions are being priced at slightly sharper 
rates than the managed fund comparable. 
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Capacity constraints in relation to the investment strategy is a real and relevant matter. 
The combined FUM of the Plato Fund and PL8 sits at around $1.6 billion, as at the date 
of this report. The Manager estimates capacity at $1.9 billion. That is, the Manager is 
approximately $300 million from reaching its determined capacity limit. Exceeding the limit 
will most adversely impact its ability to exploit the dividend run-up signal at the smaller 
market capitalisation end of the investable universe, the sector that has exhibited greatest 
alpha in relation to this market dynamic. However, the Manager has shown every intention 
of respecting the capacity limit. The Plato Fund was closed to institutional investors 
approximately two years ago and has been ‘soft closed’ to retail investors for some time, 
with minimum investment amounts raised and the Manager not actively marketing the fund 
for new monies. 

In relation to PL8 itself, FUM growth will be moderated by a number of factors: a significant 
component of returns is expected to be distributed; the intentional absence of a DRP (the 
Manager felt a DRP was not required given  a) most retirees take the income rather than 
reinvest, and b) there are fixed costs associated with a DRP, exacerbated by the smaller 
size of monthly dividends), and; the Manager achieved the upper raise limit during the IPO - 
there would be limited motivation to raise further capital. However, we do note that if a very 
significant proportion of the outstanding options are exercised then this alone risks taking the 
Manager to the investment strategy’s capacity limits. 

MANAGEMENT GROUP PROFILE 
The Manager was founded by Don Hamson (Managing Director and Portfolio Manager) 
and Ian Macoun (Chairman) in 2006 and presently manages approximately $4.2 billion for 
investors as at 30 October 2017, including $326m raised for PL8 in April 2017. Don Hamson 
oversees a highly experienced and qualified team of eight senior investment professionals 
with 16+ years average experience, four of whom have PhD qualifications.

The Manager characterises itself as a specialist in objective-based global and Australian equities 
solutions and has been an innovator in equity income, low volatility, tax-exempt and ESG 
solutions. In our view, the investment strategy embodies these features, and serves to meet an 
identified need providing a largely retiree investor base with a well diversified portfolio without 
the sector / style biases that characterise many equity income strategies (higher active risk) 
while the LIC structure will facilitate a relatively smooth, more predictable and more frequent 
income payment. The Manager runs a total of six distinct investment strategies. 

The Manager is controlled 52.1% by entities associated with the Plato Investment Team 
(including its directors) and 47.9% by Pinnacle Investment Management Group (Pinnacle). 

As such, the Manager is independent and majority employee-owned. The structure creates 
a strong performance alignment of interest with investors and the equity ownership has no 
doubt contributed to the very stable, low investment team turnover that has characterised 
the Manager’s track-record. 

Pinnacle is an Australian-based multi- affiliate investment management firm. It currently 
consists of seven investment manager affiliates that collectively manage approximately A$29 
billion in assets across a diverse range of asset classes on behalf of individual investors and 
institutions, both in Australia and offshore.

It is a conventional business model, with Pinnacle providing distribution, marketing and 
support services to its affiliate investment managers (as well as seed capital and sufficient 
working capital where needed), allowing the managers themselves to focus on the 
implementation of their respective strategies. Pinnacle listed on the ASX in August 2016. 

We note that the relationship has been long standing (11 years and even longer in relation to 
the key principals of both entities) and, to our understanding, harmonious to date and there 
is no reason to expect a detrimental ownership structure or general relationship change over 
the foreseeable future. 

The launch of the PL8 LIC provides a good source of diversification of the Plato business, 
with the Manager tapping into an investor segment it previously had limited penetration of, 
specifically the self-directed self-managed super funds segment. We expect the Manager 
will provide strong ongoing investor support for PL8, and which is generally important in 
mitigating discount to NTA risk particularly for newly issued LICs. 
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INVESTMENT TEAM
Don Hamson, as managing director of the Manager, holds ultimate responsibility for the 
implementation of the Company’s investment strategy. Along with Don, the investment team 
comprises eight highly experienced investment professionals with deep expertise across 
different markets. With an average of 16+ years and collectively over 130 years of investment 
experience, the members of the investment team have each seen multiple market cycles and 
combined, are responsible for managing approximately $4.2 billion (as at 30 October 2017) in 
Australian and global equity portfolios. 

In short, this is undoubtedly one of the more experienced and better performing teams in the 
Australian equity income sector in addition to being highly stable (one departure only in eleven 
years and for personal reasons). The latter, combined with a flat, egalitarian team structure plus 
the incentives of equity ownership and the general seniority of the team augur well for ongoing 
team stability. We also note the strong alignment of interest with investors by way of the 
team’s equity ownership in the Manager. Additionally, the discretionary bonus remuneration is 
entirely performance related and we also note team members are generally co-invested in the 
investment strategy (despite not being in the targeted investor life cycle segment). 

All things equal, key person risk is almost invariably lower in a rules-based quantitative 
investment strategy relative to a fundamental qualitative strategy. However, in the case 
of Plato there is material key person risk in the form of Don Hamson given he has been 
instrumental in establishing the strategy, managing the team and managing the business. 
However, with a 21% equity interest in addition to many other factors it is not a leave the 
business risk. Further mitigants to the risk include the inherent stability and experience of the 
team as well as the fact that Senior Portfolio Manager Todd Kennedy has previously managed 
a quantitative investment strategy and team. 

The key members of the investment team are detailed below and the full investment team 
summarised in the table below. 

Key Investment Personnel

Name, Position Role / Responsibilities Previous  
Firms

Industry 
(yrs)

 Plato 
(yrs)

Dr Don Hamson PhD Finance 
B.Com (Hons 1st Class)

Managing Director / CIO Oversight of investment 
process, portfolios and research R&D: alpha models 
with tax awareness

SSgA; Westpac/
BT; QIC

25 11

Todd Kennedy Master App 
Fin B.Sc

Senior Portfolio Manager Low volatility portfolio 
management R&D: portfolio construction, low 
volatility, alpha factors, ESG

SSgA; Barra; 
Merrill Lynch

24 6

Manoj Wanzare MBA Finance 
B.Eng (Hons 1st Class)

Senior Portfolio Manager Trading and technology 
R&D: market microstructure, natural language 
processing

Nikko Citigroup 
Hachibushu 
Capital 

19 10

Dr Mark Thompson, CFA PhD 
Mathematics B.Sc (Hons 1st 
Class)

Senior Portfolio Manager R&D: portfolio 
construction, alpha factors, risk models, event date 
anomalies

GMO; SSgA; QIC 16 6

Dr  Peter Gardner PhD Finance 
B.Com (Hons 1st Class). 

Senior Portfolio Manager Tax aware portfolio 
management R&D: tax aware investing, alpha 
factors, portfolio construction 

Macquarie, 
Mercer/ING

11 11

Dr Jonathan Whiteoak PhD 
Astrophysics B.Sc (Hons 1st 
Class)

Senior Quantitative Researcher R&D: alpha factors, 
low volatility, ESG, portfolio construction

SSgA 17 2

Wilson Thong B.Sc (Computer 
Science) Graduate Diploma 
Applied Finance

Quantitative Analyst R&D:  alpha factors, ESG, 
portfolio construction Operational, FX and 
automation

SSgA; State 
Street Markets

15 2

Daniel Pennell, CFA B.Sc 
(Hons)

Senior Portfolio Manager – Global Shares Primary 
PM for Global Shares Income Fund 

RealIndex; SSgA 16 2

Dr Don Hamson, Managing Director / CIO. Don previously held various positions at 
Westpac Investment Management, including Chief Investment Officer, Head of Equities 
where he managed the $1B Tax Effective Share Fund, a Westpac appointed director on the 
board of Hastings Funds Management and was instrumentally involved in the mergers of 
BT and Rothschild. Prior to Westpac Don was a senior analyst at Queensland Investment 
Corporation. Don was a Lecturer in Finance at the University of Queensland (UQ) for 6 years, 
and was a Visiting Assistant Professor at the University of Michigan Business School. Don 
has a PhD in Finance and a Bachelor of Commerce with First Class Honours and a University 
Medal from the University of Queensland.
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Todd Kennedy, Senior Portfolio Manager. Todd joined the Manager in the first quarter of 
2011. Todd is an equity holder in the Manager and has 23 years of investment experience. 
Todd has both portfolio management and research responsibilities at the Manager. Todd was 
previously Head of Asia Pacific ex Japan Active Equities at State Street Global Advisors. Todd 
previously worked as a client support consultant at Barra specialising in portfolio construction, 
quantitative risk analysis and performance attribution. Prior to Barra Todd worked as Head of 
Equity Derivative Research Asia Pacific ex Japan at Merrill Lynch as well as positions at the 
Sydney Futures Exchange, the ASX and Ord Minnett over his 23 year plus financial career. 
Todd has a Bachelor of Science (Griffith University), Graduate Diploma of Applied Finance 
(SIA) and a Master of Applied Finance (Macquarie University).

Manoj Wanzare, Senior Portfolio Manager. Manoj has 18 years of investment experience 
in Australia and Japan. Manoj joined the Manager in April 2007 and is an equity holder 
in the Manager. Manoj is primarily responsible for market microstructure research and 
implementation at the Manager. Manoj was formerly Director, Quantitative Portfolio 
Manager at Hachibushu Capital in Japan where he was responsible for designing, developing 
and managing a quantitative long short Asia Pacific (including Australia) strategy within a 
multiple strategy hedge fund. Manoj previously worked as a Quantitative Analyst at Nikko 
Citigroup, Tokyo where he was responsible for researching and developing trade ideas using 
quantitative models. Manoj has a Bachelor of Engineering (Computer Science) First Class 
with Distinction from the University of Poona, India, and an MBA (Finance) from McGill 
University, Canada. His master’s thesis was titled “Sector Rotation Model for the Japanese 
Market.” 

BOARD
The board consists of five members, three of whom including the Chairman are independent.  
Jonathan Trollip (Independent Chairman); Katrina Onishi (Independent Non-Executive 
Director); Lorraine Berends (Independent Non-Executive Director); Don Hamson (Non-
Executive Director), and; Alex Ihlenfeldt (Non-Executive Director).

It is a strong board in terms of mix of skill sets, complementarity, and experience. For 
example, Chairman Jonathan Trollip is an experienced Director with over 30 years of 
commercial, corporate, governance, legal and transaction experience. He is currently Non-
Executive chairman of ASX listed Global Value Fund Limited, Future Generation Investment 
Company Limited and Antipodes Global Investment Company and a Non-Executive director 
of ASX listed Kore Potash Limited.

Katrina Onishi and Lorraine Berends are very experienced in relevant areas. Until 2010 
Katrina was an executive director of Concord Capital Limited (Concord), a boutique funds 
management business that she co-found in 2000. Prior to co-founding Concord, Katrina held 
several funds management roles both in Australia and overseas. Lorraine has worked for over 
30 years in the pension and investment industries, and possesses extensive experience in 
both the investment management and superannuation fields.

INVESTMENT PROCESS

Investment Philosophy

The Manager seeks to generate enhanced income by exploiting identified taxation 
inefficiencies and do so without sector / style biases and avoiding dividend traps. In addition 
to income, the Manager pursues long-term capital growth through an actively managed 
well-diversified portfolio of securities that is cheaper than, of higher quality than, and exhibits 
better business momentum than, the market.

The Manager has empirically displayed, and profited from, a recurring phenomenon in both 
the domestic and international equities markets where stocks that pay dividends tend to out 
perform other stocks that are not paying dividends in the two to three months prior to the 
payment of the dividend (the ‘ex date’). Additionally, there is a further performance ‘kicker’ 
on the ex-date when performance is measured incorporating the full, tax-exempt value of 
franking credits, with the share price falling less than the fully franked value of the dividend. 
The latter is largely simply a reflection that the bulk of equities market participants (by 
ownership) in the Australian stock market are not zero to low marginal tax rate investors. 
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As noted, the dividend run-up date phenomenon is a global one, rather than being specific 
to the domestic market only. The global nature of the phenomenon provides additional 
reassurance of the ongoing persistence of this market dynamic. The phenomenon lends itself 
to a strategy of selectively buying stocks two to three months before the ex date then a re-
evaluation of the holding subsequent to the ex date.

Investment Process
The Manager’s investment process is diagrammatically summarised below. As noted, the 
investment process ranks stocks based on both proprietary short and long-term models. 
An alpha model, which ranks stocks based on value, quality and business momentum, is 
the basis of the portfolio’s longer term holdings and, hence, source of long-term capital 
growth. A dividend run-up and dividend yield model, tied in with a dividend trap model, 
generates shorter-term investment decisions designed specifically to capture an enhanced 
level of (franked) income. The output of the shorter and longer-term models are combined 
to generate a ‘Plato yield ranking’ score, representing the basis of investment decisions. 
Additionally, an opportunistic share buy-back model also serves as an adjunct to the shorter-
term enhanced yield model. 
Summary investment process

21

Yield
Forecast 

dividend yield 
including franking

Alpha 
Proprietary

stock forecast
return

Portfolio

Plαto yield ranking

Opportunistic 
Evaluate 
Buybacks 
After Tax

Proprietary Dividend Trap Model
Avoid predicted cut stocks

Risk Controls
Stock, Sector, 

Size limits

Market 
Considerations
Liquidity, T Costs

Run-up
Proprietary

run-up forecast
return

Core Alpha Model
The Manager’s core alpha investment process involves research focusing on relative market 
values, business momentum, the quality of the potential investee entity and the prospect 
for dividends. Once an investment idea has been identified, the Manager will make an 
assessment of the following factors where relevant to the specific security:

(a)  Value: the value of each security relative to the market (using a combination of models, 
including models focussed on earnings, cash flow, dividends or EBITDA);

(b)  Business Momentum: broker earnings forecasts and share prices to determine the 
relative business momentum of companies on the Australian share market; 

(c)  Quality: firm quality, having regard to a range of factors including but not limited to the 
return on equity or change in return on equity, asset turnover (efficiency), and earnings 
quality.

Dividend Model 
The estimated dividend run-up return of each individual security in the period leading up to its 
forecast dividend ex date, as well as the expected size of that dividend payment (including 
franking credits) as forecast by the Manager. Historically, the Manager has observed a 
general tendency for securities to outperform the general market in the period leading up to 
their dividend ex date.

Given the short-term nature of the dividend model, a dividend trap assessment is a critical 
component in both the income and capital side of the total returns equation. The Manager 
uses a number of security specific factors to forecast the likelihood of a particular entity 
reducing its dividend. The forecast return is then reduced by the forecast dividend cut 
probability factor to generate a final dividend yield ranking.
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The portfolio is constructed based on the ranking output of the alpha and dividend models, 
and done so factoring in the Manager’s portfolio optimisation techniques (see below). Once 
a stock goes ex, and has satisfied the 45-day rule in relation to franking, then the stock is 
essentially re-assessed and done so on the basis of what remains at that point - the long-
term alpha forecast. Many stocks may be divested at this point, as the income component 
proved decisive in the buy signal, with the proceeds rotating into other eligible stocks. It is 
this process that generates the strategy’s relative high portfolio turnover but also absence of 
style and sector biases and significant portfolio diversification (read low tracking-error, beta 
one), key differentiating factors relative to many enhanced income strategies.

Portfolio Construction

Portfolio construction is systematic and based on portfolio optimisation tools such as 
BARRA.  Individual security weightings, sector weightings, and size exposure are determined 
by taking into account the internal guidelines at the time of portfolio construction. In this 
regard, what partly differentiates the strategy from other enhanced income products is its 
highly benchmark aware nature. Stock and sector weightings are managed according to 
tight maximum active positions, specifically +5% and +6% respectively and accords with a 
low tracking-error target of 1-3% p.a. These limits and targets reflect a key objective of the 
Manager: deliver a high and growing level of income without the heightened risk attributes 
common in many such strategies, notably relatively high stock, sector and concentration risks 
as well as investment style risks. 

The portfolio construction process factors in the Manager’s forecast returns ranking and then 
optimises for risk, subject to the constraints noted above, transaction costs, and liquidity. The 
final portfolio typically consists of 50 to 120 stocks, exhibits turnover of around 150-200% p.a. 
and, in what is its one persistent sector bias, typically is underweight the A-REIT and Utilities 
sectors due to a lack of franking credits.  

PERFORMANCE ANALYTICS
The historical performance of the investment strategy has been reviewed on the basis of 
the Plato Australian Shares Income Fund given its longer (six year) track-record. The historic 
performance is tabled below. Investors should note that this is one of the few investment 
strategies in which performance is presented including the tax-exempt value of franking 
credits (i.e. that applicable to a zero tax rate investor). IIR has effectively presented both 
measures of performance, partly because doing so also illustrates whether the Manager has 
been successful in capturing a greater degree of franking than the market on average. 

Since inception, on a rolling basis and over the majority of time periods, the Manager has out-
performed the benchmark in total returns as well as income and a component of those total 
returns has been capital growth. Additionally, we note the higher level of franking credits as 
well. In short, the Manager has generally delivered on its dual performance objective. We do 
note, however, that more recent performance has been challenged, and adversely impacting 
all current period end returns figures.  

Since inception, the Plato Fund has delivered a cash distribution of 6.5% p.a. with a 2.5% 
level of franking, generating a gross yield of 9.0% p.a. This compares to the benchmark 
recording a tax-exempt franked yield of 6.0% p.a., representing an excess yield of 3.0%.  
With total returns including franking of 13.1% p.a., the Manager has delivered capital growth 
of approximately 4.1% p.a. This capital growth is critical in ensuring real income levels to 
investors do not deteriorate, and distinguishes the investment strategy from many equity 
income products which, often paying relatively high income, often do not deliver on the 
positive capital growth component of total returns. 

In relation to risk, the Plato Fund has recorded a tracking error of 1.59% p.a., a beta 
approaching one. The Manager has a 66% monthly hit ratio and generated an information 
ratio of 1.31. 

As the Manager notes, the investment strategy is not designed to be a high conviction, high 
concentration, “shoot the lights out” mandate. Rather, it is designed to deliver high and 
growing income levels (no erosion of real capital) and to do so with risk characteristics in line 
with the market. We believe the Manager has been successful on delivering on this mandate 
objective.
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More recent performance has been challenging, as it generally has been for domestic 
equity income strategies. August 2017 represented the  investment strategy’s worst month, 
essentially on account of overweight positions in CBA and TLS (with both being in their 
respective dividend periods) and both falling circa 7% in the month. While neither company 
cut their dividend for the reporting season just gone (a risk that may otherwise have been 
identified by the dividend trap model), CBA became embroiled in the Austrac matter while 
TLS announced it would cut its dividend the following year (the Manager anticipated this, 
simply not the timing of the announcement). 

Plato Australian Shares Income Fund (as at 30 Nov 2017 pre fees and including franking)

Total Returns % p.a. 1-year 3-year 5-year Since Inception

Plato Fund * 12.3 9.2 12.4 13.1

     Income * 9.5 9.3 8.9 9.0

     Capital Growth 2.8 -0.1 3.5 4.1

S&P/ASX 200 Ac Index * 16.3 10.3 12.2 12.4

Excess Total Return -4.0 -1.1 0.2 0.7

Excess Income 3.7 3.3 3.0 3.0

Excess Franking 1.2 1.1 1.0 1.0

* Includes franking credits

Realised Yield by Cash and Franking Components

Benchmark 1-yr Plato Fund 
1-yr

Benchmark Since 
Incep. p.a.

Plato Fund Since 
Incep. p.a.

Cash 4.4 6.8 4.5 6.5

Franking 1.4 2.7 1.5 2.5

Total 5.8 9.5 6.0 9.0

Plato Australian Shares Income Fund Total Returns 
(net)

Plato Australian Shares Income Fund Rolling 3-year 
Returns
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PEER COMPARISON
 � We have compared PL8 to seven LICs and Active ETFs listed on the ASX that provide 

exposure to a portfolio of large and mid-cap Australian equities and that have an 
enhanced yield focus. The purpose is to provide a very high level comparison as to how 
PL8 compares on two key metrics of yield and costs.     

 � The Company’s annual management fee is broadly in-line of the peer group. Investors 
will benefit from the fact that the Manager has intentionally priced PL8 below its 
managed fund equivalent and at the relatively competitive end of the spectrum for an 
actively managed strategy.

 � What is evident when assessing the income focused sector is that while all strategies 
have delivered higher than market income levels, not all strategies have successfully 
generated a positive capital return and, in doing so, preserved real income levels over 
time. The Plato investment strategy has been successful in this regard. 
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Peer Comparison CY16

Name ASX Code MER (%p.a,  
ex GST) Div Yield (%) Total Return 

Plato Australian Shares Fund N/A 0.90 6.8 9.0

PL8 PL8 0.80 n/a n/a

LICs

Contango  Income Generator CIE 0.95 6.6 4.2

Djerriwarrh Investments DJW 0.46 5.6 10.2

Active ETFs

Aurora Dividend Income Trust AOD 1.30 7.4 -2.4

Betashares Aus Top20 Equity Yield Max Fund YMAX 0.59 8.9 6.9

Betashares Australian Dividend Harvester Fund HVST 0.65 11.4 8.4

Switzer Dividend Growth Fund SWTZ 0.89 N/A* N/A*

* Less than 12-months performance
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This is the highest rating provided by IIR, indicating this is a best 
of breed product that has exceeded the requirements of our review 
process across a number of key evaluation parameters and achieved 
exceptionally high scores in a number of categories. The product 
provides a highly attractive risk/return trade-off. The Fund is likely 
effectively to apply industry best practice to manage endogenous risk 
factors, and, to the extent that it can, exogenous risk factors.
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This rating indicates that IIR believes this is a superior grade product 
that has exceeded the requirements of our review process across a 
number of key evaluation parameters and achieved high scores in a 
number of categories. In addition, the product rates highly on one or 
two attributes in our key criteria. It has an above-average risk/return 
trade-off and should be able consistently to generate above average 
risk-adjusted returns in line with stated investment objectives. The 
Fund should be in a position effectively to manage endogenous risk 
factors, and, to the extent that it can, exogenous risk factors. This 
should result in returns that reflect the expected level of risk. 
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This rating indicates that IIR believes this is an above-average grade 
product that has exceeded the minimum requirements of our review 
process across a number of key evaluation parameters. It has an 
above-average risk/return trade-off and should be able to consistently 
generate above-average risk adjusted returns in line with stated 
investment objectives. 

Investment Grade 60-70
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This rating indicates that IIR believes this is an average grade product 
that has exceeded the minimum requirements of our review process 
across a number of key evaluation parameters. It has an average risk/
return trade-off and should be able to consistently generate average 
risk adjusted returns in line with stated investment objectives.

Not Recommended <60
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This rating indicates that IIR believes that despite the product’s 
merits and attributes, it has failed to meet the minimum aggregate 
requirements of our review process across a number of key 
evaluation parameters. While this is a product below the minimum 
rating to be considered Investment Grade, this does not mean the 
product is without merit. Funds in this category are considered to be 
susceptible to high risks that are not reflected by the projected return. 
Performance volatility, particularly on the down-side, is likely.

APPENDIX A – RATINGS PROCESS 
Independent Investment Research Pty Ltd “IIR” rating system 

IIR has developed a framework for rating investment product offerings in Australia. Our 
review process gives consideration to a broad number of qualitative and quantitative 
factors. Essentially, the evaluation process includes the following key factors: management 
and underlying portfolio construction; investment management, product structure, risk 
management, experience and performance; fees, risks and likely outcomes.
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APPENDIX B – MANAGED INVESTMENTS COVERAGE 
The below graphic details the spread of ratings for managed investments rated by 
Independent Investment Research (IIR). The managed investments represented below 
include listed and unlisted managed funds, fund of funds, exchange traded funds and model 
portfolios.

SPREAD OF MANAGED INVESTMENT RATINGS
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